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Work. 
 
We could call it that. However, sometimes what we call ‘work’ is so central, so 
important, so on-going for an artist that it doesn't makes sense to call it ‘work’ 
anymore. In this case what we would usually call work takes on other names: most 
obviously life. 
 
Of course it’s mawkish and awful to talk about art-as-life (I guess we’ve had our fill 
of that romance). Yet some things are mawkish and awful simply because they’re 
true. So yes, fuck it, some artists, really are work ... Julie Verhoeven and Jimmy 
Merris are living (walking, shitting, talking, sweating) examples of this. 
 
You see there really isn’t much use separating what they make as artists, 
from who they are as humans. From the exhibitions they present to their haircuts (both 
have great hair), it all seems to be coming from the same place. It’s hard for me to 
explain this because most of you don’t know them personally, but trust me - it makes 
almost no sense to divide Julie and Jimmy from their work. 
 
All and none of it is work. 

Insomuch as all of it is life. 
 
Case in point: when Jimmy cooks a sausage, when he takes a simple pan, one perhaps 
too large for the job in hand, spritzes it with vegetable oil and drops one sad, 
frozen pan y agua thickened sausage onto its fading Teflon surface, the noise that 
sausage makes when it lands – we might also call this Jimmy’s work. 
 
Equally, when, in month 135739 of the year ZOD, Julie decides to paint her stairs, 
when she draws deep from the great mantle that is the ancient exploding universe to 
embellish their route with jagged slabs of naff-gingham and black country pottery-
wisdom, West-Ham two-tones, libidinous conch shells and mute, durty-Uncle lookin’ 
fake-wood-grain floor vinyls, when she does this … well … this too we might call 
Julie’s work. 
 
Work. 
 
Again, often presented as somehow existing outside or away from the life of the artist. 
This idea, and we can call it an idea because ideas (we hope, when most intelligent) 
are mutable, is similar to the ‘ideal’ way that viewers (that’s you) are supposed to 
approach and experience artworks. The critical distance notionally assumed by the 



separation of artist from work is mirrored in the historical conception of what is called 
the aesthetic attitude. 
Theoretically (and we blame Kant for this), theaesthetic attitude proper to a work of 
art is predicated on the viewer (as judge) establishing critical distance from the object 
of concern. Start far away from the work, adopting a disinterested disposition, then do 
everything you can to preserve that disposition - the way it cleaves art away from the 
everyday - while creeping (and it is creepy - this attitude) ever closer to the art work 
in question, zoning into it, purifying your mind towards its sensual force, getting lost 
in its singularity while divorcing this experience from any pre-existing information or 
intention you might hold: be it regarding either the work, the world or both. 
 
This aesthetic attitude cultivates in the viewer a strong sense that the work before you 
is not of this world, not marked by the grub and sparkle of the everyday, but instead 
always elsewhere. Occupying an ideal mind vacuum, access to which requires a purge 
of sorts, the aesthetic attitude disavows the world, pushes it away. 
 

However, an alternative (you can call it a bastard, one amongst many) can be posited. 
A model for the viewer based not on purging life from experience, but letting it flood 
in. A model (I hope) that makes more sense in relation to the fibrillating mess and 
plurality of Julie and Jimmy's vitalist collaboration, one perhaps just a little more 
real… 

 

It goes like this: 

 

Try considering the display before you here in the gallery, the whole scene unfolding 
in front of your eyes, as somehow radically contingent. Imagine it not as where the 
work it is at, but rather only where the work might possibly be right now, and 
certainly not in totality (the work is definitely elsewhere also). 

 

Let this thought wash over you… 

 

Jimmy’s sausage hits the pan. DONK. 
Julie’s stairs mesmerise the full length of her Camberwell flat. SCHWOOON. 
Jimmy rolls a cigarette from a small crumpled packet of tobacco. GRRREP CRUUP 
Julie, in Tesco, buys some snacks for a gathering at her studio. BEEEP BOOO. 
 
Imagine these events are just as important as those you are now experiencing in a 
gallery in terms of the life-as-art of Julie and Jimmy. Realise that that which has 
materialised in the gallery - here and now - should be treated as no more special or 
precious than anything else these two artists make, do or think over the course of their 
lives. Equally, know that what you’re experiencing is about your life also: everything 



that has ever happened to you, or might do – perhaps most importantly, everything 
you feel right now. 
 
It stands as logical that if for certain artists the very act of living is, itself, artistic, then 
the distinction we may give to one thing over another asart (or not) will always be 
more or less arbitrary. Thus we might say: These works do not reflect upon life, 
channel, mirror or contemplate it. They are life. 
 
 
Your life. My Life. Their Life. 
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